Yes! Putters
Putting Alley - £24.99

Bioflow Sport
Twin Wristband - £34.99

The perfect gift for those prone to missing
short putts. This device uses a raised precise
putting surface (27 inches long) as the
putting ‘alley’. After a few putts,
you can determine your putting
error by seeing where the
ball falls off. This amazing
price is only open to
bunkered readers.
yesgolf.co.uk

Bioflow Sport wristbands are the latest
must-have magnotherapy wrist accessories
for golfers. The new Twin design features
dual magnet technology, with a patented
Central Reverse Polarity magnet module and
a relay magnet embedded in the strap. This
powerful combination is designed to pull the
magnetic field deep in to the wrist.
bioflowsport.com

Blunt
Blunt Golf_GI - £74
After launching an umbrella that is capable
of withstanding wind speeds of up to
120km/h (Wind Force 12), Blunt Umbrellas
New Zealand has now applied the same
technology to the Blunt Golf_GI, an umbrella
developed in cooperation with world-famous
caddy Steve Williams. Available in black, red,
blue and grey.
thebluntumbrella.co.uk

Garmin
S3 Approach - £249.99
The stylish Approach S3 touchscreen watch is
packed with over 27,000 courses, so you always
know the yardage required. Receive automatic
yardages to the front, middle and back of the green,
as well as layup points and doglegs. Measure shot
distance, keep score and move the pin to the day’s
position.
garmin.co.uk

Buckle and Twill
Ball marker - £15
This handmade solid brass golf ball marker is
available with a range of quotes and packaged in its
own silver tin; ideal for a gift. For more golfing gift
ideas including a unique selection of belts, buckles,
cufflinks and hats, visit our website.
buckleandtwill.com
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GolfBand
Resistance Bands - From £9.99
GolfBand offers the perfect solution for golfers
looking to improve their golf fitness. Use them at
home or on the range for strength and conditioning
training, warm-up and flexibility work. They also aid
your swing by improving arm to body connection and
lower body stability. Bands are colour-coded
depending on strength.
golfband.co.uk

